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ORDER DATE

City

CUSTOMER NAME

State

STREET ADDRESS

Zip Code

Phone #

Fax #

Height

Weight

* Read the Instruction before to fill this form
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Neck:
Place tape measure around base of neck. Measure neck as a true
natural measurement, without pinching any skin or adding any
slack, and then add ¼” ease.

Shirt Length

Shirt Length:
Place the tape measure under the right front collar leaf, at the
intersection of the front shoulder and neck point. Measure
down to desired shirt tail length.

Chest

Chest:
Place tape measure around the chest, high up under the arms and
over the shoulder blades. Customer’s arms should be at his side.
The tape measure should be snug, so it does not droop down, (but
not tight) and level over the fullest part of the chest.

Waist

Yoke

Yoke:
Place tape measure on “top” of the shoulders. Measure from
the edge of the left shoulder (A) across to the prominent neck
bone, located at the center of the back of the neck, (B),
continuing to the edge of the right shoulder (C).

Sleeve

Left

Waist:
Have customer assume a normal stance and place tape measure
around the belly, located below the rib cage. For customer with a
corpulent stance the tape measure should be placed around the
fullest part of his stomach.

Seat

Sleeve:
Place tape measure at the base of the neck (prominent bone)
extending over the shoulder, down the outside of the arm to
the wrist.

Wrist

Left

Seat:
Place tape measure around hips at the hip bone area.
Tape should be snug and level.

Right

Right

Wrist:
Place the tape measure around the wrist bone with a slight
ease (If he wears a watch, add ¼ more to the wrist he wears
his watch on).

Please Read Carefully. This form cannot be faxed or mailed in with your order.
Please use it as a guide to complete on your own or with the help of a local tailor. Once you have completed the print out form, you will need to enter this
information into our online measurement form to submit your custom dress shirt order. If you have started an order on our site and saved your information,
you can save time by clicking order status at the top of your screen and logging in to complete your order. If you have not started an order, you can simply
click order now to begin designing your custom shirts.

